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What is TMART? 
 

TMART is the “Tussey Mountain Alpine Racing Team.”  TMART is an organization of 

athletes, parents, and coaches that operates under the guidelines of the United States 

Ski and Snowboard Association (USSA).  USSA is the national governing body for 

competitive ski racing in the USA.  

 

TMART offers a variety of programs to satisfy the diverse levels of ski-racing interest, 

whether that interest is to improve ability or to compete in USSA races. 

 

In addition to improving skiing ability, racers also… 

✓ Take on responsibility, 

✓ Develop physical condition, 

✓ Increase self-confidence and, 

✓ Most importantly HAVE FUN! 

 

TMART coaches provide planned and directed training focused on improving the 

primary skills of skiing...  

✓ Balance 

✓ Edging 

✓ Rotary 

✓ Pressure 

 

Technique (how one skis) is taught through the use of practice race courses, gate 

drills, non-gate drills, directed free skiing, and video analysis. Coaches assist each 

racer in reaching their fullest potential without detracting from the enjoyment of the 

sport or the safety of the racer. 

 

This program is designed for skiers aged 8-19 who can ski all the slopes at Tussey 

Mountain in a parallel stance using ski poles correctly. Very skilled younger racers 

may be accepted in special cases. The team’s purpose is to perfect skiing ability and 

racing skills. Most participants will compete in USSA races at various ski resorts in 

our region.  Top finishers in the regional race may be invited to a post season 

expanded race schedule includes races beyond our region and may include races in 

New York or other northeast states.  

 

How Do I Join TMART? 

 
Here is a checklist that details everything you will need to complete registration: 
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• Buy a Tussey Mountain Season Pass directly from Tussey Mountain. 

• Fill out the online registration form and pay tuition fee through PayPal.  Links 

to register and pay at:  https://tusseyskiteam.com 

• Join USSA 

o Start by registering at www.ussa.org  

o This is a yearly fee that does have a deadline after your first year. 

• Join PARA 

o While registering for USSA you will indicate your racer is from PA and 

the associated fee will be added. 

• Attend the annual pre-season Parent Meeting to hear the details of the 

upcoming season important dates, changes, and to meet a few of the parents 

of other athletes. 

• Begin registering for races 

o Using adminskiracing.com 

o More info on this under “Which Races do I go to? 
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What is DEVO and what is COMP? 

 
TMART consists of two tracts of athletes and training schedules.   

 

The Development Team (DEVO) program is a fast-paced program designed for novice 

to intermediate  skiers (ages 6-12 and older) who wish to improve overall skiing 

ability, discover ski racing, and participate in fun races!  Skiers train two days a week 

in small groups with experienced coaches.  The Development Team gives young 

skiers the opportunity to develop lifelong skiing techniques and improve new found 

racing skills.  The DEVO program does not travel or compete in USSA races, although 

it is the hope that all DEVO athletes will eventually transition to the COMP program. 

 

The Competition Team (COMP) is designed for intermediate to expert skiers (ages 8-

19) who have a strong technical background and have ideally completed the DEVO 

Program (but not required). Racers have the opportunity to compete in local and 

regional USSA races. TMART racers train five days a week in small groups with 

experienced coaches who create a fun and challenging experience.  TMART hosts an 

official USSA race at Tussey Mountain annually, and it is encouraged for all COMP 

athletes to at-least participate in the home race weekend.  Most COMP athletes elect 

to travel to all of the regional races at surrounding mountains in addition to the home 

race.  TMART sends coaches with the COMP athletes to all of the qualifier events. 

 

 

What Equipment Do I Need? 
 

Ski racing can be expensive, but you can equip yourself for a reasonable amount of 

money, particularly if you purchase used gear. TMART holds an annual club ski-swap 

to help out in this regard.   

 

TMART members also get equipment discounts at Appalachian Outdoors in State 

College, World Cup Ski & Cycle in Camp Hill, and Mountainside Sports in 

Mechanicsburg.  These shops tend to host preseason pro days where manufacturers 

show off their new race gear, and you can order it at a discounted racer price. You can 

get the discounted price later in the season as well, but selection may be limited. 

* Indicates equipment only needed by experienced racers.  

 

• Helmet 

o It is very important that your racers helmet is skiing specific. Refer to 

the USSA Helmet Regulations for more detail. 

o Helmets with earflaps/soft ears are not allowed. 

o This is a piece of equipment where buying new is good, and should be 

replaced every three or so years or after an especially hard fall. 
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o Most racing helmets come with a chin guard or the opportunity to buy 

a discounted chin guard. It is a good idea to purchase your chin guard 

at the same time as your helmet. 

o COMP team athletes competing in the U14 and older race categories are 

required to wear a helmet bearing an “FIS” approved logo.  Helmets 

have only been produced with that logo since approximately 2016, so 

be careful with buying used helmets for older racers. 

• Goggles 

o Must be worn when skiing gates, sunglasses won’t work. 

o Goggles with interchangeable lenses are great, but make sure your 

racer knows which lens to use and when. 

o Really any goggles will work. Most racers use a nicer pair with a sun 

lens for race day and weekend practices and have a cheap pair of clear 

goggles or clear lenses for night practicing.  

• Boots 

o For the first few years, recreational boots should work. 

o However, when wearing recreational skiing boots it is recommended 

that you invest in nice insoles to make sure they fit your foot snugly. 

The pros at App House, Mountainside, or World Cup will be able to help 

with this.  

o If you do decide to move up to race boots (a good idea once feet slow 

down and your racer is committed) plan on visiting a shop that 

specializes in boot fitting. 

o Boots won’t fit perfectly out of the box and often racers get custom 

insoles or have the sides or tops of their boots punched out to fit 

perfectly.  

o Having custom boots is fantastic, but not necessary. 

o If your racer is excelling and would like the extra edge control and 

support custom boots provide, often, custom insoles can be made. 

o Good fitting boots provide the comfort and warmth necessary to stay 

out on the slope. 

• Skis 

o When beginning racing, one pair of skis is perfectly fine. There are a 

few options for beginner race skis… 

1. Purchase an all-event junior race ski. These skis are designed so 

that they are safe for all disciplines. (Good examples are Atomic 

Race 10, Fischer Race Jr., and Rossignol Multi-Event). Again, if 

you head to a pro day they will certainly be able to help you 

there.  

2. The other approach is to buy a junior slalom ski and use it for 

both the SL and GS events. 

o Often in the third/fourth year or after coaches’ recommendation, they 

will have you transfer to event-specific skis. Although this seems 

expensive and daunting, it is very important and much safer for racers 
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as they get better to be on specific skis. You can always ask the coaches 

for equipment advice! 

o As your racer ages, adherence to the USSA/FIS equipment guidelines 

becomes more critical. See the posting of the Equipment Regulations on 

TMART’s website - Different age groups have different minimum ski 

length and radius requirements for the competition events.  The 

guidelines are a national requirement - There have been instances of an 

athlete being stopped from competing at the race start due to non-

compliant gear. 

• Poles 

o Racers in entry levels only need one set of poles. 

o They do need to be good quality aluminum and sturdy with pole straps 

and baskets.  

o Please make sure they are good quality as start refs can disqualify you 

if they believe your poles (or any equipment for that matter) are unsafe. 

This most commonly happens with poles (missing baskets, bent, no 

pole straps etc.). 

o Once racers graduate to two pairs of skis, two pairs of poles come as 

well. Slalom poles are straight and have pole guards on them (see 

below). Giant Slalom poles are bent so that the racer is more 

aerodynamic in a tuck.  

 

• Slalom Gate Protection* 

o Racers won’t need protection for a while but once they are at a higher-

level racers use their hands, shins, hips, and forearms to block gates out 

of their way in order to ski a tighter line.  

o For this, racers will require a chin guard (mentioned above in helmets) 

that attaches to the helmet via four screws around the chin. The 

purpose of the chin guard is to keep the gate pole from hitting them in 

the face/mouth resulting in a bloody mouth or broken teeth.  Chin 

guards are necessary for Slalom races, but they are illegal for Giant 

Slalom. At higher speeds racers do not block gates out of the way as 

they do in Slalom. Since race days and practices could include both 

Slalom and Giant Slalom, it is important that racers learn to 

attach/detach the chin guard themselves without stripping the screws. 

Also it might be a good idea to put a screwdriver in your racer’s ski 

pack.  

o Racers blocking gates will definitely need pole guards (mentioned 

above in poles) that attach to the poles via screws. The purpose of these 

is to protect the racers hands/fingers/knuckles while blocking the 

gates of the way. It is recommended that beginners use half pole guards, 

as they don’t need to be screwed into the top of the pole. Full pole 

guards are necessary for racers consistently blocking and they screw 

through the top and around the sides to be attached. Race poles do not 
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come with pole guards but you can almost always buy them at the same 

time and have the shop put them on for you.  

o Racers blocking consistently may also want padded gloves. Most race 

companies (ie. Poc) make very nice padded gloves that just give extra 

support in case a gate is off center on their hands. This is an optional 

item. 

o Racers blocking consistently may also want shin guards. These Velcro 

around the racers shin and prevent bruising on the lower half of the 

legs from “shinning” gates.  

• Back Protectors*  

o Again, these are really only for advanced racers racing on the bigger 

hills in Pennsylvania. However, if your racer does get to the U16-U21 

level it is important that they have one especially for Giant Slalom. 

Some racers wear them all the time, others only for race day it just 

depends on the wearer and usually their parent’s preferences.  

o They simply just protect your spine in case of a big fall at high speeds.  

• Tuning 

o Tuning skis entails edge preparation (ie: sharpening) and bottom 

waxing. 

o As a first year racer I would recommend getting tuning done at App 

House before each race. All racers generally get their skis tuned or tune 

their own skis before each race because it is simply safer.  

o Tuning skis is something that can be done yourself, but it is important 

to go to a tuning clinic and buy appropriate supplies before beginning. 

You can damage skis with incorrect tuning.  

o The most important thing is to keep skis waxed and it is very simple to 

do with just an iron, ski wax and a scraper.  

o It is important to have fresh edges for race day, again why we 

recommend tuning before a race.  

 

Brands to Look For… 

• Rossignol 

• Nordica 

• Atomic 

• Elan 

• Head 

• Volkl 

• Dynastar  

• Fischer 

• Poc 

• Boeri  

• Reusch 

• Leki 

 

 

Stores… 

• Appalachian Outdoors  

123 South Allen Street 

State College, PA 16801 

 

• Mountainside Ski & Sports 

5142 East Trindle Road 

Mechanicsburg, PA 17050 

 

• World Cup Ski & Cycle 

    3804 Gettysburg Road 

    Camp Hill, PA 17011 

 

 Websites… 

 www.the-raceplace.com 
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 www.reliableracing.com  www.racewerks.com

  

 

 

What Clothing Do I Need? 
 

• Long Underwear 

o It is important for racers to wear warm under layers when practicing 

and racing.  

o It is also important to avoid cotton at all costs. Stick to wicking fabrics 

and brands like Under Armour and Nike. These are easy to find at Dicks, 

Target, and even TJ Maxx.  

o Racers will need a couple pairs of leggings either full length or ¾ length 

leggings and at least two tops. 

o Fleece zip ups or sometimes even sweatshirts are good layers in 

between a wicking shirt and your jacket.  

• Jacket(s) 

o As a team we sometimes place jacket orders near the end of the season 

so keep on the lookout for those, or you can order a cheaper and faster 

option discussed below. In the meantime, racers simply need a thick 

and warm, waterproof jacket so they are warm and dry on the slopes. 

Preferably in blue or black and please, no neon’s or bright colors.  The 

team jacket for 2018 is currently black, although the jackets have been 

blue and black for many years prior. It is also common for racers to sell 

their team jackets before the beginning of the season so watch for that 

as well.  

o A rain coat may be a nice addition to the racers wardrobe in case it is 

warm and rainy. It can be paired with a sweatshirt or even on top of a 

bulky jacket for extra rain protection. 

o Some racers also invest in a “Wind stopper” style jacket, something 

more in the middle of a warm bulky coat and a rain jacket that does a 

good job at stopping winds.  

• Snow pants  

o Waterproof snow pants make a world of difference.  

o If your racer will be stripping to a race suit for races you will need to 

buy pants that zip down on the sides so that they do not have to take 

their boots off at the top of the hill. 

• Gloves/Mittens 

o Racers need at least two pairs of good gloves or mittens.  

o Hand warmers can be useful for especially cold days or during races.  

o Some racers like wearing liners as an additional means of warmth.  

• Neck/Face Gator 

o These are very important and very necessary.  Please make sure your 

racer has one or even two! 
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o Essentially, they are a circle of fabric worn over the neck to protect the 

face, neck and back of neck from cold and snow being blown.  

o Two is nice in case one is totally soaked through at lunchtime on race 

day or at weekend practices.  

• Socks 

o Socks are also crucial; please no ankle athletic socks, Invest some 

money into your racers toes and purchase some Smartwool skiing 

socks.  

o Toe warmers also are a great idea for extra cold days.  

• Race Suit 

o While a speed suit is not necessary for the first year or two, racers will 

notice that many racers do have one and they are pretty cool looking.  

o Certainly don’t purchase one your first year unless you somehow come 

across a very cheap one (used is a great idea). If your racer plans on 

sticking it out, you can and should invest in one. They stretch so they 

can last through several seasons of growing. 

o Race suits are designed to shave off seconds on a fast course and they 

do work well for that.  

 

 

How Does Practice Work? 
 

The TMART COMP team practices Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday from 4:30pm – 

6:30pm and Saturday and Sunday from 9am – 3pm.  

 

The TMART DEVO team practices Saturday 9:00am - 12:00pm and Sunday from 

12:00pm - 3:00pm. 

 

Practice times are SHARP and the athletes are expected to be geared up and ON 
SNOW at the beginning of the practice time.  We have limited time and need to use all 

of it. 

  

Also, inform your racer that they are at practice and it is not okay to leave practice 

unless the coaches know ahead of time. This means no skiing with friends.  It also 

means no bringing friends to ski practice.  
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What if there is No Snow? 
 

This is a sad but very real problem in central Pennsylvania for us. In cases where 

Tussey does not have enough snow we sometimes move our training to Sawmill Ski 

Area near Wellsboro, PA. It is a similar mountain to ours but they often have more 

snow or better conditions for making snow. Lift tickets are sold at a reduced rate for 

us when we ski there.  

 

The drive to Sawmill is about an hour and a half so the travel time can be a lot for 

younger racers. Here are examples of some different scenarios and what would be 

best for you to do. 

 

❖ If Tussey is closed or not enough snow to set gates, we consider moving 

practice to Sawmill. Word will be spread via email and possibly the use of a 

program such as Doodle Poll. We will send coaches to Sawmill as long as there 

is enough interest in attending.  

 

❖ Car-pooling is helpful for parents to cut down on travel time and gas expense 

and the racers enjoy it. 

 

  

 

When Does the Season Start? 

 

The season at Tussey starts after Christmas once there is enough snow.  The regular 

training begins after January 1st if the conditions permit.  
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Is there Pre-Season Training? 
 

Dryland Training  

Occasionally we organize pre-season dryland training. Usually a parent or a group of 

parents that are interested organizes this. The local fitness centers are always ready 

to work with us if we do decide to do this and it is a great way to start off the season.  

 

Out of Town Race Training 

In the past the team has traveled in December for pre-season training (Jay Peak, VT 

for example). Each year we assess the possibility for the upcoming season and it 

usually depends on the school schedule. This is a fantastic way to start off the season 

and jump start their time on snow and in gates. It is also a fun time for the entire 

family to get together and enjoy the skiing and related activities. 

 

Christmas Camp 

“Christmas Camp” happens the week after Christmas if we have enough snow at 

Tussey or Sawmill. While the racers are still on break from school, they have the 

opportunity to practice on some days from nine to three. If this opportunity arises, 

again weather dependent, there will be plenty of emails and doodle polls about it. 
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What is the Race Shack? 
 

The race shack is home to all of our racers and coaches’ gear.  When looking at the 

mountain the race shack is the farthest building to the right.  

 

The current code for the shack is _ _ _ _ 

 

There are a few rules for having items in the shack… 

1. Do not share the code with anyone other than family members that must have 

it. The race shack has thousands of dollars worth of equipment in it and it isn’t 

smart to allow others that access.  

2. It is helpful to store all of your equipment in the shack but keep in mind there 

are others that need to store theirs too. Please keep only two or three pairs of 

skis in the building. Store your poles, jackets and snow pants neatly in your 

locker. We use duct tape to mark off people’s spots on the ski racks and on the 

boot racks so keep that in mind when placing equipment.  

3. We recommend locking the small compartment with your nametags on it for 

a safe place to keep your pass and valuables.  

4. Keep the door shut to conserve heat, turn out the lights if you are the last one 

out, and lock the door when the shack is empty, even during practices. 

5. The driveway in front of the shack must be kept clear in case an ambulance 

has to get to the ski patrol building. Please do not use this driveway for drop-

off or pickup, and never park a car there unattended. 
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Which Races Do I Go To? 
 

As a racer on TMART you should go to at least a few races your first year and 
our home race. You can go to any races that the team goes to that are within your 

age bracket. For example, if you are a U12 and you want to go to a race that is for U16-

U21’s you can’t go. However, you can go to races for up to U16’s. The age requirements 

will be noted on the PARA website and on adminskiracing.com when you are 

registering for races.  

 

Qualifiers & Championship Points 

Racers ages U16 and under use races throughout the season to gain “Championship 

Points” towards getting a spot in the season state final sometimes known as the 

Derby. The races that are qualifiers for us are all the races that happen in our region, 

The Central Region. TMART goes to all of these races in addition to other races (held 

in different regions) throughout the season. Remember that most people are not 

seriously competing for Championship Points. It is most important to have fun! 

However, if you do have a chance at making championships, it is a good idea to ask a 

coach to look at the standings on the PARA website (updated after each race) with 

you and help explain where you stand.  

 

Going to Championships  

If you are a U12-U16 there is a statewide Championship for your age bracket. You will 

know before hand if you are in the running to make Championships and will have 

plenty of time to make a hotel reservation. Depending on your age, championships 

are a weekend or a three-day weekend event. A coach will be sent with you and any 

other TMART racers that were invited. We will make sure you are prepared! 

 

PA Cups 

U19 and U21’s compete strictly in PA Cups. There are three PA Cups each season and 

it is important to attend all three to keep your PA Cup points up. One is usually a single 

weekend while the other two are three-day weekends. This adds up to eight races. 

There are no championships for the older kids as each PA Cup includes all U19 and 

U21 racers in the state. It is also important to note that racers racing in PA Cups are 

placed in bib order based on PA Cup points and it does carry from race to race. Your 

points will affect your start number.  

 

Postseason 

All age groups have the opportunity to attend post-season events. At championships, 

younger racers will again use the points system to advance to State Team finals or 

Junior Olympics. If you are lucky enough to move up to these events then a coach will 

be sent with you and you will be properly prepared. 

As a U19 or U21 racer, at the final race of the season the State Team is announced and 

those racers will head to finals. There is also an opportunity to attend High Schools 

up North depending on your finishing standing.  
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Registering for Races 

1. To register for races use adminskiracing.com   

2. This will bring up a list of all the mountains and simply select which mountain 

the race is at.  

3. Clicking on the mountain will bring up all the races at that mountain that year. 

Choose the event you will be attending.  

4. The event will give you all information on ages and any documents such as 

race schedule that are uploaded. 

5. Click register and pay with a credit card. 
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What Does A Race Day Look Like? 
 

A day at a ski race is full and long but is also extremely fun for parents and racers!  

 

There are a few extra things you’ll need to remember on race day… 

• $20 CASH for bib deposit 

• Goggle wipe 

• Snack for jacket  

• Hand and toe warmers 

• Extra screws for chin guard 

• Small screwdriver 

• Sunscreen 

• Insurance card 

 

 

Here is a timeline of a typical race day, keep in mind all races are different and that 

times change for each race. This schedule is for a 10am start… 

 

6am: Wake up, pack up gear, eat breakfast 
Remember to bring all your luggage if you will not be coming back to the 

hotel! 

7:15am: Drive to the mountain 
The length of the drive can affect the whole morning schedule. Usually they 

are about 20-30 minutes although sometimes they can be 10! It is subject 

to change and older racers and parents will know the length of the drive. 

Ask around the night before to see when everyone else is heading out to 

plan your morning 

7:45am: Park car and head to lodge 
Depending on the mountain sometimes it is easier to drop off your racer 

with their gear in a drop off lane in front of the lodge then park the car. 

Again, ask around and see what others do! Locate the rest of the team in the 

lodge; ask around to see where we sit. 

 

 

8am: Registration opens 
The first thing parents will do is go to the registration table to pick up the 

bib. You will need to give a deposit for the bib. While there, take a look at 

the start list.  It is useful to know if your child is first down the hill or last.  

The start order is often the same as the bib number, but not always, 

especially in PA Cups. 

 

The second stop is to buy a lift ticket. There are discounted tickets for racers 

on race day. Ask at the registration table where you can buy your 

discounted ticket. 

 

Racers Boot Up 
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Racers will probably not get another chance to come indoors until after 

their first run, so be sure they use the bathroom, and suit up completely, 

with race suit zipped up and bib overtop, all under their jacket and pants. 

8:45am: Racers head out for inspection 
9:00am: Inspection begins 

Racers will inspect the course in a group with a coach.  Follow the coach’s 

instructions on how to inspect.  They will inspect the course by sideslipping 

down through the course or along side it, stopping along the way for the 

coach to talk about what line they should take.  Depending on snow 

conditions, they may not be allowed to pass through the gates themselves.  

In that case they must side slip in and out without crossing through a gate.  

Skiing forward through the gates or making turns alongside the gates 

(shadowing the course) is illegal, and can get them disqualified.  At the 

bottom of the course, it is import to never ski through the finish line during 

inspection.  Go around it.  The timing officials are setting up, and don’t want 

anyone to cross the line and break the light beam. There will be an exit to 

the side. This also goes for parents; make sure not to walk across the finish. 

    Parents Head to Finish Line 
Often the parent’s head out to the finish corral now, ask around on how to 

get there and when to be there or walk or ski with other parents. There are 

always parents skiing and always parents walking.  

10am: Run #1 Starts  
After inspection, all racers wait at the start area.  Women start   first, then 

men.  If the race includes older and younger racers, the younger racers 

will start before the older racers. If your racer has a late start number, they 

may have time to take some free runs or go inside for a bit.  They should 

ask the coach’s permission before leaving the start area.  It is their 

responsibility to be at the start ready to go when your bib number is 

called.  Getting caught in a long lift line or a lift breakdown is not a valid 

excuse.  One of the coaches will tell them when to put your skis on and get 

in line.  If they are a late starter, they should watch some of the earlier 

racers start, and cheer on their teammates.  If they are an early starter, 

they should come back up to the top and cheer on the later racers, and 

help shuttle clothing.    
 

Clothing 
If your racer is going to take off layers before your run, they will put their 

clothing in the team bag. Parents and other racers shuttle the clothes down 

from the top to the bottom, so they can dress again after your run.  If it is 

warm enough, they can ride back up in their race suit. If they are sending 

clothes down, be on the lookout for someone with the bag (sometimes they 

will be taken into the lodge). Coaches attempt to communicate the plan as 

best as possible to racers before their run so they know what to do.  

11:30am: Lunchtime for racers 
It may be helpful to get your racers lunch ready ahead of time as time can 

be tight during lunch.  The coaches typically don’t go inside for lunch and 
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will radio someone inside with details of where and when to meet for 

inspection, so be alert and know which parent has the radio.  Boys 

starting late in the second run may want to wait and eat after inspection 

while girls are running. 

Coaches Reset the Course 
12:30pm: Repeat inspection and racing!  

Second course inspection and the second run work pretty much the same 

as for the first run.  At some races, they print up copies of the second run 

start list and hand them out.  At others, only the coaches will have those 

lists.  The order of the second run is based on the times from the first run.  

The 30 fastest racers from the first run in each group start first, with the 

30th fastest going first, then the 29th fastest, and so on.  This is called a 

Reverse 30 or Flip 30.  After the fastest 30 racers have gone, the 

remaining racers will go with the faster racers from the first run going 

first. At the end of the second run, racers turn in their bib and get the 

deposit back. Make sure you ask them for it! 
Awards: Often happens an hour or more after the end of the second run.  You do not 

have to wait around, if you are anxious to get home, but if you are going to get a trophy 

you should stick around. It is a sign of respect for the race, and it is fun to stand on the 

podium and get your picture taken. 

 

It is also important to remember this is average and races don’t always go as planned. 

Sometimes delays can leave racers in the start for hours and change the timeframe of 

the whole race. Be flexible and look to older racers and parents for advice. 

 

What Rules Are Important? 
 

Equipment  

If the start referee thinks a racers equipment is unsafe, he or she will not allow the 

racer to start, even if it technically meets all of the written rules.  When purchasing 

equipment be sure to tell the store that you are a USSA racer and ask them to make 

sure your equipment complies.   

❖ Skis: Refer to the Equipment and Competition Guides at 

www.Tusseyskiteam.com for required length and radius for your age group. 

❖ Bindings: Must be safe, and properly adjusted.  There is a limit on how much 

riser you can place under your bindings. 

❖ Poles: Make sure you have appropriate pole straps or glove clips. Poles MUST 

have appropriate baskets. If the pole is bent or damaged, it may be considered 

unsafe to ski with. 

❖ Helmets: A helmet must be worn in all races.  It must be made for ski racing 

(no bike helmets or motorcycle helmets, regardless of how good they are). All 

ski racing helmets must fully and completely cover the head. In slalom, you can 

race with soft ears however it is a TMART requirement that you have hard 
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ears on your helmet. Chin guards and Slalom Visors are only allowed in 

slalom events.  Make sure chin guards and visors are removable.  U14 and 

older athletes are REQUIRED to have helmets meeting FIS standards and 

bearing the approval logo.  

 

Behavior 

The entire time we are at the ski resort, racers are subject to race rules.  Any infraction 

(poor sportsmanship, bad language, unsafe skiing) can get them disqualified from the 

race, even if they are somewhere other than the race course.  Other mountains have 
ski patrol that are not afraid to pull lift tickets and not sell you another on. Be 

sure to abide by all rules and signs; skiing too fast on beginner terrain is forbidden 

and is a common trouble spot for racers. 

 

Legal Starts 

1. When it is the racers turn to start, they must move into position with their skis 

pointing downhill between the two poles of the start, with the ski tips 

extending out under the wand.   

2. They will look at the first gate and point their skis in that direction. When they 

go through the wand with their shins that starts the timer.   

3. It is important to put ski poles on the downhill side of the start wand, and place 

them firmly in the snow.  At some races they will have a plastic platform in the 

snow to put poles on.   

4. Racers have about 20 seconds to get into position, which is plenty of time if 

they are ready when they are called.  The person standing next to the start is 

called the starter. The starter will give racers one of two sets of instructions.   

a. In GS, the starter will say, “Racer ready, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, go.  Racers can start 

anytime during the countdown, or any time up to five seconds after 

“go.”  That gives them a 10 second window for starting. 

b. In slalom, the starter will say, Racer ready, go!”  Racers can start any 

time up to ten seconds after the starter says go. 

5. Listen to the starters count, to get a feel for how it will work.  Some races have 

electronic starters as well, in which case the countdown will be replaced with 

a series of “beeps” with the “go” carrying a different and longer tone.   

6. If racers do not start during the 10-second window, the start referee may 

disqualify you, or may ask you to wait until the end of the group to try again.  

If the racer has a ski release when they are starting, the start referee will 

probably disqualify them, since they did lose a ski in the course, but may allow 

them a second chance at the end of their group.  If a racer misses their start, 

they may be disqualified, or the start referee may let them go at the end of your 

group.   

 

Passing Through Gates 

❖ One or more poles define a gate. Sometimes the poles themselves are referred 

to as gates.  The correct way to say it is that the “gate” is the space you must 
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ski through, while the plastic thing that sticks up out of the snow is called a 

“pole” or a “gate pole.” 

❖ In giant slalom, the line that connects the two inside poles defines the gate. In 

order to pass a gate cleanly, both ski tips and both ski boots must pass across 

the gate line, between the poles.  They don’t have to all do it at the same time.  

They don’t have to be on the snow when they pass through.  There is no 

“correct” direction to ski through a gate.  If a racer misses a gate, they may not 

hike and their run is over. There is no “correct” order for the gates.  racers 

could ski past a gate, ski through the next gate, hike up and pass through the 

first gate, and then continue on.  They don’t have to be standing on their skis 

when you pass through a gate, but their skis do have to be on their boots.   

❖ In slalom, two poles, just as in giant slalom, define some gates but others are 

defined by only one pole. When there is only one pole, racers must go around 

the outside of the pole, as if there were a second pole further out. If they miss 

a gate in single pole slalom, they have to hike back up all the way around the 

gate pole, so that they pass around the top of the gate pole.  

❖ If a racer misses a gate, and starts hiking back up, the gate judge may give them 

signals to help.  The only thing the gate judge is allowed to say is “Back” or 

“Go.”  The judge may point at the gate missed.  “Back” means you have not yet 

legally passed through the gate.  “Go” means you have cleanly passed the gate, 

and can continue.  If the racer is hiking up backwards to get a gate, it is 

important to remember that the tips must also cross the gate line.  If a racer is 

hiking for a gate, and someone other than the gate judge yells something at 

them, they should not listen. Parents – please do not yell directions at your 
racer or any racer. If the next racer comes and the racer hiking is still hiking, 

the hiking racer must ski out of the course. 

 

Falling 

❖ If a racer falls and their ski does not come off, they can get back up and 

continue.  If they have missed a gate, they can hike back up and pass through 

it in slalom only. 

❖ If a racer falls and their ski comes off, they are automatically disqualified.  It is 

illegal to put your ski on and continue down the course, or to try to ski on one 

ski.  They should get off the course as quickly as they can so the next racer can 

pass through un-interfered.   

❖ The only exception to this rule is at the end of the course, where the 2-1-0 rule 

applies.  Racers must have both skis on when they pass the second to last gate 

before the finish.  They must have one ski on when you pass the last gate before 

the finish, but they can cross the finish without any skis on.  If a racer falls after 

the last gate and both skis come off, but they can slide across the finish line, it 

will be a legal finish. However racers cannot crawl across the finish if you come 

to a stop before the finish line.   

❖ If you fall and are hurt, stay where you are.  The starter will put a hold on the 

course until you have been helped. 
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If Someone Passes You 

❖ If a racer falls or misses a gate and are hiking back up, and the next skier is 

approaching, they must get out of the way of the uphill skier. 

❖ The gate judge should yell “Course” or “Clear the course”.  If racers hear this, 

they should get out of the way. 

❖ Once the other skier has passed, the first racer can continue with their run.  

The finish officials will notice that they have been passed, and will sort out the 

timing so that everyone gets the correct time. 

 

If Something/Someone Gets in Your Way 

❖ The exception to the above rule is if the uphill skier notices that a person is in 

the course and skies out due to interference.  

❖ If another racer, a race worker, stray equipment, or anything else interferes 

with the racers ability to complete a competitive run - they must immediately 

ski off the course and ask the nearest official (gate judge or finish referee) for 

a rerun.  If a coach is around, talk to them. 

❖ If they continue on with their run, they cannot ask for a rerun.  Once they have 

crossed the finish line, no rerun will be granted.  If they are given a rerun, it 

will be considered conditional until the jury has met to decide whether you 

deserved it. You will take your rerun at the end. 

❖ It is important that parents stay out of interference claims. Let a coach 
and your racer handle it or they will most likely not be granted a rerun. 

 

Finishing 

❖ The clock stops when any part of the body breaks the light beam at the finish.   

❖ After finishing, racers must leave the finish area through the exit provided, and 

take their equipment with them.  Cursing or throwing equipment after a bad 

run can result in disqualification. 

❖ Poor sportsmanship is not tolerated and can result in a simple disqualification 

for a run to a ban for the season, depending on severity. 

 

DSQ/DNF 

❖ A racer who finishes a run but missed a gate gets a DSQ. 

o If your racer is listed as DSQ, and they think that is wrong, a coach can 

protest. The protest must be made within 15 minutes of when the 

results are posted. Again, only a coach can protest, not a parent.  

❖ A racer who does not finish the run gets a DNF.  

❖ A racer who does not start gets a DNS. 

❖ All of these are clearly posted on the run results at the bottom of the hill or on 

live timing. 
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Problems 

❖ If a racer thinks that something has gone wrong, and they have been treated 

unfairly, they must talk to a coach.  Do not complain to a race official. Do 
not, under any circumstances, allow parents to complain to a race 
official. Parents need to talk to a coach. Only a coach can file a protest. 

❖ The exception to this is if the racer has been interfered with.  Then they must 

ski off the course and go immediately to a gate judge or official (ideally the 

finish referee) and claim interference. 

 

Where Do I Stay At Races? 

 
We have found that blocking rooms for the team is more expensive and has a less 

flexible cancellation policy. Therefore, a list of hotels for each resort will be published 

but it remains up to each family to book their room.  Most races have a Hampton Inn 

nearby and it’s been common place for most TMART families to stay there.  The kids 

and parents enjoy using the common space in the hotel to “hang-out” together the 

night prior to the event. 

 

Do Parents have Responsibilities?      

 
Having a child on TMART is a commitment to helping out the team. We expect and 
require the help of parents for our home races and other things that generally arise.  

We are a small team, and everything we do is an all hands on deck operation, 

especially our home races. We do not accept payment as a form of getting out of 
working. It is required. The team benefits greatly from hosting a race. We earn 

money, and enjoy a home field advantage at these important qualifier races. 

 

First year parents are gatekeepers. It is not hard to do, although there is an online 

training that you can do. We do also host an in person training. Being a gatekeeper 

also gives you a chance to see what jobs there are at a race. After the first year, you 

may want to switch to a different job. If you decide you would like to, let the race 

administrator know. 

 

Some positions require the parent filling the job to be a certified alpine official. To fill 

one of these jobs, attend an official’s clinic, and in some cases take an exam, after that, 

you must join USSA as an official. It is helpful for some parents to be officials when we 

host our race. In your second year, when you have determined that this a sport you 

like and will stick with, parents should consider attending a clinic and taking an exam, 

so that they can start to fill these roles. Ask any parent with a certification how and 

when they got it for information.  
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TMART has a board of directors. We welcome any parent who is interested in joining 

the board to help us accomplish all the things that need to be done to keep the team 

running smoothly. Board meetings are announced by email. 

 

Once your racer is of PA Cup age, keep in mind that all parents have to work at least 

one day of each PA Cup weekend. You can gate keep, run registration, etc. If you do 

have a certification, you will probably want to volunteer for a job in that area.  

 

How Can I Order a Team Jacket?  
 

The Team jacket has been updated for the 2018 season. It is currently an all-black 

product by Sync.  A group order was placed in the off-season for those wanting to 

upgrade to the new design.  

 

Team jackets are also passed down throughout the team so at the beginning of each 

year ask around to see if there are buying or selling options.  

 

For more information about TMART jackets and apparel please contact our current 

parent/volunteer: 

 

Dana Fonash 

danafonash@gmail.com 

 

Who are Important Contacts? 

 
Eric Updegrove 

Head Coach 

headcoach@tusseyskiteam.com 

 

 

Jeff Brock 

President 

Race Administrator  

president@tusseyskiteam.com 
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